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President’s Message

								“Mike’s Long and Winding Road”
Greetings Math Teaching Friends and Welcome to 2013:

I continue to focus on our new slogan “We Are Everywhere,” coined
by Past President Pauline Chow and which appears on the PCTM
bookmarks distributed at the conference. Indeed, we want PCTM
to be everywhere and that means growing. Have you renewed
your membership or signed up a friend or colleague? Remember
our new-member and renewal rate is 2 years for $10 in 2013.
And speaking of being everywhere, make sure to visit our portal
to the world, our website. The first phase of our extreme website
makeover is complete. Check back often to find out what’s new as
phase two of the makeover begins.

A more important question comes to mind while pondering the
phrase “We are everywhere” and that is “Why does PCTM have to be
everywhere?” It’s simple: mathematics tasks are everywhere and
often where we least expect. For example, I was recently having an
amazing dinner with some friends, two that I feel certain are reading
this. One of us happened to have a discount card for the restaurant.
That created a challenging mathematical task for the server when
dividing the check. The server explained what had been done and
at that moment four friends having dinner suddenly became math
teachers determining the error that was made. So, even a nice dinner can become a mathematics task for everyone
involved.

Another example: one afternoon, I happened to be driving in the DC area and heard a story on my favorite radio
station. The story suggested that a person living in Washington, D.C. could save roughly $10,000 a year by not
owning a car. Thinking of another math friend of mine, I began to consider the model that helped to determine this
and what assumptions were being made. But, what I also realized is that I had a rich mathematics task from a story
on the radio. Yes, mathematics tasks are everywhere and so PCTM needs to be everywhere. So we need you and your
friends to be active and engaged members.
In closing, I want to give a few shouts out to some deserving members:

• Rose Zbiek and Conference Team 2012 for an outstanding job;
• Hank Field for continuing to reach out to math contests across the state and offering support;
• Jo Kinsey and Marian Avery for reaching out to find deserving individuals for our awards.

Please watch the website and the e-blasts for information about upcoming events including the Summer Conference
and the 2013 Annual Conference at Seven Springs.
								
Best to all,
								Mike Long, President of PCTM
Cover photo:

Measurement requires having a scale to compare objects to. How large do you think these
flowers are? What if you knew they were on a postage stamp? A T-shirt? Chalk drawings on a
driveway?
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From the Editors
Dave Kennedy

Shippensburg Univ.

Randy Schaeffer

Kutztown Univ.

There’s a group of people critically important to
PCTM, and to this magazine in particular, whom we
sometimes can take for granted if we’re not careful: our
authors. PCTM Magazine has been in transition lately,
assuming more of a role as a distributor of articles,
and less of a role as a newsletter. After all, E-blasts
and other electronic communications can reach you
a lot more quickly than a magazine can work its way
through the publishing process. Now more than ever
before, there’s a need for authors to share their ideas
in our magazine.

•
•

As you read the previous paragraph, did you realize
that when we say “authors,” we mean you? The mere
fact that you’re reading this magazine means you’re
qualified to make a contribution as a writer. Here are
some of the types of articles we’ve received in the past
and/or would be happy to receive in the future:
•

A review of a book, movie, or website. For
example, middle-school teacher Jeffrey Kuntz

•

An account of a math fair, parents’ night, or
other event that might serve as a model --- or
even a conversation starter --- for others.

A lesson plan to share. Ken Sullins and Clarence
Lienhard (Winter ‘12) wrote about ways to
use math tools to investigate some conic
sections. By describing the context in which
you use a lesson, and including the handouts
that accompany it (if any) you can enable
interested readers to try out your ideas
themselves. Photos of lesson activities are
always welcome, too!

A reflection on an issue in mathematics
education. In this very issue that you’re holding,
Jonathan Brown writes about rural education,
and how Pennsylvania’s rural schools perform
on the PSSA test. Do you have a viewpoint on,
or insight into, high-stakes testing, technology
use, student teaching, math history, or any
other issue in our field? If so, by putting your
thoughts on paper (or e-paper) you’ve instantly
created a PCTM Magazine article!

To all the people who’ve provided us articles in
the past, thank you, and please keep it up! To those
of you who are thinking about contributing soon, our
e-mailboxes eagerly await your ideas. Just see our
contact information at the bottom of page 3.
					---Dave

Authors fuel the fire of PCTM Magazine.

PCTM Magazine

introduced readers to two books with potential
classroom connections in our Fall ’11 issue.
(Editor’s Note: Be sure to see Gail Anderson’s
review of the movie Flatland 2: Sphereland in
our next issue!)
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Awards Galore at the PCTM Conference
A special report by Awards Co-Chair Jo Kinsey

The 2012 conference was a time to honor those
who have served PCTM and math education. For the
first time awards were given at the social/networking
hour before the banquet.

Distinguished Service Award

Dr. Judy Werner was the recipient of the
Distinguished Service Award. This award is given each
year to the chairperson of the previous year’s annual
conference. Recognition is given for the countless hours
it takes to organize, plan and implement a state-wide
conference for educators. Dr. Werner currently teaches
at Slippery Rock University.

Pauline Chow (R) is presented with the Past
President Award by Mike Long
Department at Harrisburg Area Community College
(HACC.) Mrs. Chow has also served as President of the
Pennsylvania Mathematical Association of Two Year
Colleges (PSMATYC) and has been on the Pennsylvania
Council of Teachers of Mathematics Executive Board
since 2003.

Outstanding Contribution to Mathematics
Education Award

Dr. Mary Lou Metz was recognized for her
contributions to all facets of math education with the
Outstanding Contribution to Mathematics Education
Award.
She received the Presidential Award for Excellence
in Mathematics and Science Teaching while at
Rockwood High School. She served as department
chair and curriculum coordinator as well as being a
cooperating teacher for future educators.
In 2003 Dr. Metz moved to the University
of Pittsburgh where she provided professional
development for K-12 teachers and coaches for urban
districts across the United States. Presently, Dr. Metz

Judy Werner (R) receives the Distinguished
Service Award from Rose Zbiek
Past President Award

Pauline Chow was given the Past President Award
in recognition of her service to PCTM as president
from 2010 through 2012. Mrs. Chow has taught at the
former Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science.
She is currently a faculty member of the Mathematics
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success to his students. He corresponded, “Over the
past few years I have had the opportunity to work with
some wonderful students here at Mercer Middle/High
School and through these experiences I have learned
one extremely valuable lesson that I feel deserves
stating. That lesson is that good students can make a
teacher look good. I honestly believe that the reason I
get so many compliments on my teaching is because I
have had wonderful students that are actively showing

Mary Lou Metz (Center) receives the Outstanding
Contribution to Mathematics Education Award from
Margaret Stempien (L) and Larry Feldman (R)
is a Mathematics Department faculty member at
Indiana University of Pennsylvania (IUP). She teaches
pedagogy courses for all levels, math content courses
for pre-service and in-service teachers, content
courses for non-education majors and supervises
student teachers. She is involved in the curriculum
development of courses for Middle Level Certification
in Pennsylvania. In her first semester at IUP she
created the IUP Pre-Service Teachers of Mathematics
organization which is an official affiliate of the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM).

Troy Morris, winner of the New Teacher Award

their success and kindly giving the credit to me. But I
feel that it is the other way around. The STUDENTS are
the ones consistently doing what it takes to succeed,
and I am giving the credit to THEM. They are the ones
that deserve it.”

New Teacher Award

Troy Morris of Mercer Middle/High School
received the New Teacher Award. Mr. Morris teaches
Pre-Algebra, Middle School Math, Problem Solving,
Algebra I and II, Geometry, Statistics and Applied
Discrete Math. Morris’s students gave testimony to his
excellent teaching ability and motivation when they
approached the school board last April and asked that
he not be laid off with budget cutbacks. They cited his
enthusiasm, dedication to teaching and his willingness
to devote extra time and effort to help his students
learn. Although unable to attend the conference to
accept the award, Troy Morris gives full credit for his

PCTM Magazine

The Mathematics Hall of Fame Award

The Hall of Fame Award was given to Carolyn
Marchetti. Marchetti was recognized for work dedicated
to the teaching of mathematics and the improvement
of mathematics education in general. She is Program
Administrator for the Berks County Intermediate Unit
in Reading, PA at the present time. Carolyn worked for
the Phoenixville Area School District as Supervisor
of Mathematics and Assessment Coordinator, for the
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Abington School District as Coordinator of Mathematics
and Science, for the Pennsylvania Department of
Education (PDE) as a Mathematics Advisor and for
the Upper Dauphin Area School District as a 7th grade
mathematics teacher.
Her professional experiences include the
professional development of Teachers K-12 in math and
science on instruction, curriculum and assessment. She
has worked for PDE to develop assessments and anchors
for Common Core Standards, presented workshops
on the teaching of standards and taught Master’s level
courses on the Pennsylvania Standards Aligned System
(SAS). In many of her advisory positions, Carolyn has
collected and analyzed data from PSSA results to direct
specific curricular assignments and teaching strategies
in order to improve student achievement and address
achievement gaps.
She directed the Governor’s Institutes for
Mathematics Educators and was a Coordinator for the
Presidential Awards for Excellence in Mathematics and
Science Teaching.

Other awards she has received are the Outstanding
Contributions to Mathematics Supervision Award
presented in November 2010 by the Pennsylvania
Council of Supervisors of Mathematics, and the
Outstanding Contribution to PCTM Award presented
in November 2010 by the Pennsylvania Council of
Teachers of Mathematics. Marchetti served as Executive
Secretary for PCTM.

Thomas Scheeler, winner of the New
Attendee Scholarship

New Attendee Scholarship

The Pennsylvania Council of Teachers of Mathematics
New Attendee Scholarship to the PCTM Conference is
awarded to teachers who have never attended a PCTM
conference. Three scholarships are offered each year,
one to each region of Pennsylvania: the western region,
the central region, and the eastern region. An applicant
must be a Pennyslvania K-12 classroom teacher, have
never attended a PCTM conference, and must submit
a statement briefly describing why they would like to
attend a PCTM conference. The 2012 winner was Mr.
Thomas J. Scheeler of Mahanoy Area School District.

Carolyn Marchetti (R) receives the Mathematics
Hall of Fame Award from Marian Avery
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Four of the award winners (L to R): Judy Werner, Mary Lou Metz, Pauline Chow, and
Carolyn Marchetti

• My name is on a theorem that grew out of a paper I co-wrote when I was an
undergraduate at UCLA.
• My Erdos number is four and my Bacon number is two, giving me a rarely-seen ErdosBacon number of six.
• I starred on a television show in the late 1980s/early 1990s.
• I’m the bestselling author of several books aimed at encouraging girls to succeed in
math.
(answer in the next issue)

Answer to the Fall 2012 Who am I? Jean Le Rond d’Alembert
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Advanced Algebra with Financial Applications: A
Third- or Fourth-Year Math Course Everybody Needs
Robert Gerver, North Shore High School, Glen Head, NY
Richard Sgroi, Bedford School District (retired), Bedford, NY
“A menu of challenging options should be available for
students after their third year of math—and all students
should be strongly encouraged to take math in all years of
high school. Traditionally… students are expected to take
precalculus. This is a good and worthy goal, but should
not be the only option…. An array of challenging options
will keep math relevant for students, and give them a new
set of tools for their futures….”
---from the Common Core State Standards
for Mathematics

today. In the 1990s we created the Advanced Algebra
with Financial Applications curriculum, and have been
teaching and revising it ever since.
Advanced Algebra with Financial Applications
is a radical mathematical departure from those old
consumer-math programs of the 1970s and 1980s.
Being a finance course, it includes topics such as
income taxes, insurance, credit, banking, investments,
budgeting, mortgages, retirement, and independent
living. Being a mathematics course, all of these topics
are covered in an advanced algebraic setting. The
mathematics employed is taught with the prerequisite
that the student has completed Algebra 1. The course
takes selected mathematics topics from Algebra 2,
precalculus, statistics and probability as they are
needed to investigate the financial topics. The financial
applications are rich in algebra, and financial topics are
inherently relevant to young adults. Financial situations
that affect our daily lives can be modeled, and better
understood, using advanced algebra and sophisticated
mathematical techniques.
The following potpourri of examples is just a glimpse
into the mathematical rigor in Advanced Algebra with
Financial Applications, and we hope that they will
inspire you to find out more about implementing this
course in your school.

What mathematics will our students be guaranteed
to use in their futures? Is it acceptable that our students
know more about iPods and iPads than IRAs and the
IRS? That they know more about music CDs than bank
CDs? That they know so much about an APP and nothing
about an APR?
Are adults much better? What do adults know? What
should we know? Over the past few years, we have given
surveys to over one thousand adults and teenagers, and
received enlightening, but not surprising, answers to
questions such as:
• What rock band played at the last Super Bowl?
What team won the last World Series?
• What percent of your income is taken out to pay
FICA tax?
• What is the difference between a tax credit and
a tax deduction?
• What is underinsured motorist protection?
• Do you know how to check the finance charge
on your monthly credit card statement?

0.042 x if x  106,800
t ( x)  
4,485.60 if x  106,800

The continuous graph has a cusp at the point (106800, 4485.60).

When we go over the questions with our audiences,
everyone realizes that they know too much trivia that
could be replaced by knowledge that could actually save
them money! Mathematics teachers can help rectify this
situation.
Unfortunately, when mathematics educators see a
course in finance, they associate it with the old consumerFig 1. A graph with a cusp in a “real-world” application.
math courses that were popular in the 1970s and 1980s.
Those courses were arithmetic-driven. They were
noticeably below an Algebra-1-level course in rigor, and
Example 1. The FICA tax function is a piecewise
2. Cell phone charges form a piecewise function that incorporates the greatest integer
could not receive a credit as a core mathematics courseExamplefunction
whose graph has a cusp. The FICA tax for 2011

In the following example, m represents the number of minutes. The charges c(m) are $0.17 for th
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four minutes and $0.12 for each minute, or part of, above four minutes.

0.17 if m  4

c(m)  0.17  0.12(m  4)
if m is an integer and m  4
0.17  .012(m  4  1) if m is not an integer and m  4


was 4.2% of the first $106,800 of income. After that was
reached, no more FICA tax was taken out for the 2011
tax year. Let x represent taxable income and let t(x)
represent the Federal income tax on a taxable income
of x dollars. The FICA tax function for 2011 is shown in
Figure 1.

Boundary for lower outliers = Q1 – 1.5(IQR)
Boundary for upper outliers = Q3 + 1.5(IQR)

Example 2. Cell phone charges form a piecewise
function that incorporates the greatest integer function.
Fig. 3. Modified boxplots give information on the spread of the distribution.
In the following example, m represents the number of
minutes. The charges c(m) are $0.17 for the firstWhen
fourthey negotiate a mutually agreeable price, they will have hard data to help their case, and the
from different vantage points. The present and future
minutes and $0.12 for each minute, or part of, above four
values
of that
a single
investment,
and
periodic
minutes.
other party will
also know
they are one-time
aware of the availability
of other,
similar
cars!
investment are scrutinized thoroughly. In the formula
Example 4. Planning
a future expense
savings-account
can be examined
for thefor
present
value by
ofmaking
a periodic
depositinvestments
investment,
0.17 if m  4

P
represents
the
periodic
deposit
to
be
made
n
times
c(m)  0.17  0.12(m  4)
if m is an integer and m  4 from different vantage points. The present and future values of a single one-time investment, and
per year, for t years to realize a balance of B dollars.
0.17  .012(m  4  1) if m is not an integer and m  4

The annual
interest
rate, compounded
periodic investment
are scrutinized
thoroughly.
In the formula for n
thetimes
presentper
valueyear,
of a periodic
expressed as an equivalent decimal, is r. Students learn
deposit investment,
represents
the periodic
deposit to be with
made natimes
per year, for t years to reali
to useP the
formula
in conjunction
calculator.
a balance of B dollars. The annual interest rate, compounded n times per year, expressed as an

B

r


equivalent decimal, is r. Students learn to use theformula
in conjunction with a calculator.
n
P

nt

 r  r 
1  B  1
 n n 

P

nt

 r
Example 5. You can compound interest without
to gain an understanding of “mak
1
1 using
 formulas
 n
interest on your interest,” before any formulas are derived. Students are exposed to annual,

Fig 2. Student’s step function representing cell phone charges. Example 5. You can
Example
Youwithout
can using
compound
without of “makin
compound5.
interest
formulas tointerest
gain an understanding

using formulas to gain an understanding of “making
interest on your interest,” before any formulas are
formula
for and
continuous
compounding,
inare
which
P represents
initial principal,
t is the number o
of the prices of comparable
cars, and
computebe
thearange,
range
(IQR),
quartiles,
use
derived.
Students
exposed
to the
annual,
semiannual,
This graph
would
stepinterquartile
function
with
multiple
semiannual, monthly,
weekly,
daily, and
hourly
compounded
interest. Then
they make the leap to th
monthly,
weekly, daily, and hourly compounded interest.
th
discontinuities,
shown
in Figure
Students
can
alsor is 25
he outlier formulas
to determine if as
there
are any outliers.
Recall2.
that
Q1 is the first
quartile
years,
and (the
annual interest
rate expressed
decimal.the initial principal, t is the number of
formula
forthe
continuous
compounding,
in which
Then
they
make
the
leapasPtoarepresents
the formula for continuous
learn how to graph functions with multiple domains
th
percentile) and
Q
is
the
third
quartile
(the
75
percentile).
compounding,
in
which
P
represents
the initial
principal,
3
using their calculators.
x
years, and r is the annual interest rate expressed
as a decimal.
1  interest rate
rt
t is the numberBofyears,
and
r
is
the
annual
Pe where e  lim 1  
Boundary for lower outliers = Q1 – 1.5(IQR)
x 
x x

expressed as a decimal.
Example 3. If you are purchasing or selling a car,
 1
rt
where
B

Pe
lim
1
e


Boundary
for
upper
outliers
=
Q
+
1.5(IQR)

 x
3
you could create a modified box and whisker plot of
x 
x1  introduced to earlier in the
 been
The natural base e is developed using limits, rtwhich students
have
where
B  Pe
e  lim 1  
the prices of comparable cars, and compute the range,
x 
x

interquartile range (IQR), quartiles, and use the
outlier
course. Students use tables on graphing calculators to see their sequence of entries for x results in
formulas to determine if there are any outliers. Recall
The natural base e is developed using limits, which students have been introduced to earlier in th
that Q1 is the first quartile (the 25th percentile)
andArticle
Q3 towards
convergence
e. The
going on between the increasing exponent and the
PCTM
Submission
page “battle”
1
The natural base e is developed using limits, which
is the third quartile (the 75th percentile). See Figure
3.
course. Students use tables on graphing calculators to see their sequence of entries for x results i
studentsbase
have
been introduced to earlier in the course.
simultaneously
is discussed.
they
negotiate
a mutually
price, decreasing
Fig. When
3. Modified
boxplots
give information
on the spreadagreeable
of the distribution.
Students
use
tables
onbetween
graphing
calculators
toandsee
they will have hard data to help their case, convergence
and the towards e. The “battle”
going on
the increasing
exponent
the
There
is a formula
that can
be used tofor
compute
the number
of BTUs required when
When they negotiate a mutually agreeable price, they will have hard data to helpExample
their case,6.
and
thetheir
sequence
of
entries
x
results
in
a
convergence
other party will also know that they are aware of the
simultaneously
decreasing e.
base
is discussed.
towards
The
“battle” going on between the increasing
availability
ofthey
other,
similar
other party will
also know that
are aware
of the cars!
availability of other, similarpurchasing
cars!
an air conditioner. In the formula, l represents length, w represents width, and h repres
exponent and the simultaneously decreasing base is
Example
6. There
is a formula that can be used to compute the number of BTUs required when
Example 4. Planning for a future expense by making savings-account investments
can be examined
discussed.
Example 4. Planning for a future expense
by variable
height.
The
i reflects the quality of insulation, as is defined as an index by the power
making
savings-account
investments
canone-time
be examined
rom different
vantage points.
The present and future
values of a single
investment,
and
purchasing an air conditioner. In the formula, l represents length, w represents width, and h repre

semiannual,
monthly, weekly, daily, and hourly compounded interest. Then they make the leap to
Example 3. If you are purchasing or selling a car, you could create a modified box
and
whisker
interest
on plot
your interest,” before any formulas are derived. Students are exposed to annual,

company. The variable e represents exposure --- which direction the room faces --- defined by an

periodic investment are scrutinized thoroughly. In the formula for the present value of a periodic

height. The variable i reflects the quality of insulation, as is defined as an index by the power
index supplied by the power company. The formula is
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Example 7. When negotiating the buying or selling of awhile
used car, you can search for cars of the sa

BTUs 

60

Example 6. There is a formula that can be used to
compute the number of BTUs required when purchasing
an air conditioner. In the formula, l represents length, w
represents width, and h represents height. The variable
i reflects the quality of insulation, as is defined as an
index by the power company. The variable e represents
exposure --- which direction the room faces --- defined
by an index supplied by the power company. The
formula is
BTUs 

Example 9. Linear and quadratic equations can be
used to model expense, revenue and profit situations for
a new product. Students construct equations in which
quantity (demand), expenses, revenue, and profit can all
be expressed as functions of the price. They investigate
domains, breakeven points, maximum values and zeros
to assess a product’s projected profitability.

while
60

When negotiating the buying or selling of a used car, you can search for cars of the same

l, and year, and compile bivariate data on the mileage (x) and the price (y). A regression

Example 7. When negotiating the buying or selling
of
a
usedpotential
car, you
can
for cars
of regression
the samemodel.
make,A predicted
e created, and each
deal
cansearch
be compared
to the
model, and year, and compile bivariate data on the
mileage
(x)computed
and thefor
price
(y).mileage.
A regression
model
bewill be able
e” price could
then be
a given
The buyer
or thecan
seller
created, and each potential deal can be compared to the
Fig 5. Maximum profit occurs where revenue and
model. A predicted “competitive” price could
ata to theirregression
negotiating advantage.
expense have the greatest difference.
then be computed for a given mileage. The buyer or the
Automobile
purchases
canable
be modeled
a linear
of the
form C(x) = 12mx + b
seller
will be
to usebythis
dataequation
to their
negotiating
advantage.
10. The
Internal
Revenue10.
Service’s
tax liability
schedules
can be tax
modeled us
he down payment, 12m the total yearly amount paid for theExample
loan (12 times
the monthly
Example
The Internal
Revenue
Service’s
Example 8. Automobile purchases can be modeled
liability schedules can be modeled using distinct linear
and x is the number of years the car is owned. Depreciation
can be
modeled by
an form a continuous piecewise function defined on specified tax-pay
linear
by a linear equation of the form C(x) = 12mx
+ bequations
where
b that
equations that form a continuous piecewise function
is
the
down
defined on specified tax-payer adjusted gross income
x payment, 12m the total yearly amount paid
function E(x)= p(1-b) where p represents the original price of the car, b is the
gross
domains.
Examine
this IRSthis
taxIRS
liability
schedule.
for the loan (12 times the monthly payment
m)income
and x is
domains.
Examine
tax liability
schedule.
the
number
of
years
the
car
is
owned.
Depreciation
can
depreciation rate, and x is the number of years the car is owned.
be modeled by an exponential function E(x)= p(1-b)^x
where p represents the original price of the car, b is the
exponential depreciation rate, and x is the number of
years the car is owned.
The piecewise function below models the tax schedule shown above.
�0.10x
0 � x �15100
�
15100 � x � 61300
�1510 � 0.15(x � 15100)
�8440 � 0.25(x � 61300)
61300 � x �123700
f (x) � �
�24040 � 0.28(x � 123700) 123700 � x �188450
� 42170 � 0.33(x � 188450) 188450 � x � 336550
�
x � 336550
�91043 � 0.35(x � 336550)

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

The piecewise function below models the tax schedule shown above.
Fig. 4. Cost and value of a car after x months.

�0.10x

Fig 6. The slopes in each interval
� represent tax brackets.
0 � x �15100
�
15100 � x � 61300
�1510 � 0.15(x � 15100)
�
The cusps assure us that the function is indeed continuous, which is a critical feature of our tax system.
�8440
�
� 0.25(x
� 61300)
61300 � x �123700
r a new product. Students construct equations in which quantity
(demand),
expenses,
� function is indeed
f (x) � �
The
cusps
assure
us
that
the
0.28(x � 123700) 123700 � x �188450
�24040 �domains,
�
d profit can all be expressed as functions of the price. They investigate
continuous,
which
a ascritical
ofborrower’s
our tax
system.is the
Example 11. One of the
measuresis
used
an indicatorfeature
of a prospective
creditworthiness
� 42170 � 0.33(x � 188450)
�
Fig. 4. Cost and value of a car after x months.
188450 � x � 336550
Front-End Ratio. This rational function is expressed as follows:
� profitability.
�
oints, maximum values and zeros to assess a product’s projected
x � 336550
�91043 � 0.35(x � 336550)
�

Linear and quadratic equations can be used to model expense,�revenue and profit

front - end ratio 

monthly housing expenses
monthly gross income

Fig institution
6. Thecompares
slopes
in each
interval
represent
tax that
brackets.
The lending
the calculated
front-end
ratio with
a prescribed amount
is usually
ear and quadratic equations can be used to model expense, revenue and
profit
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cusps
assure(demand),
us that the expenses,
function
is indeed continuous, which Spring
is a critical
feature of our
In Advanced Algebra with Financial Applications, the applications drive the mathematics. The
new product. Students construct equations inThe
which
quantity
mathematics is called upon to model and make sense of the financial context.

Example 11. One of the measures used as an indicator of a prospective borrower’s creditw
ofit can all be expressed as functions of the price. They investigate domains,
Pedagogy Essential to the Advanced Algebra with Financial Applications Teaching Experience

bmission page 1

Example 11. One of the measures used as an
indicator of a prospective borrower’s creditworthiness
is the Front-End Ratio. This rational function is
expressed as follows:

as a formative review of the material. Some of the
quotes are poignant, some are humorous, but they all
inspire a class discussion.

Factor 4: Posing Essential Questions
Essential questions are focused questions that
monthly housing expenses
front - end ratio 
lay
the groundwork for inquiry and are utilized in
monthly gross income
the same manner as the quotes. Each lesson begins
with the essential financial question that will act as a
The lending institution compares the calculated
motivation and be answered by the end of the lesson.
he lending institution
compares
calculated
ratio with
a prescribed
amount
front-end
ratiothe with
a front-end
prescribed
amount
that
is that is usually
The avenue to the answer requires mathematics!
usually
around
28%.
If
the
front-end
ratio
exceeds
a
ound 28%. If the front-end ratio exceeds a prescribed percent, the loan will be rejected.
prescribed percent, the loan will be rejected.
Factor 5: Using Outside Resources
In Algebra
Advanced
Algebra
with Financial
Applications,
In Advanced
with Financial
Applications,
the applications
drive the mathematics. TheWe encourage you to use low-cost and no-cost
the applications drive the mathematics.
The
lesson-related opportunities that are available to you
athematics is
called upon to model
and make
senseto
of the
financial
context.
mathematics
is called
upon
model
and
make sense
and your students through the internet, newspapers,
of
the
financial
context.
financial magazines and local businesses. Your own
edagogy Essential to the Advanced Algebra with Financial Applications Teaching Experience
school community can be a wealth of outside resources
Pedagogy
to theApplications
Advanced
Algebra
for field
trips, and local business experts love to be
We recommend
AdvancedEssential
Algebra with Financial
be taken
by juniors and seniors
as
with
Financial
Applications
Teaching
Experience
guest
lecturers
in your classes.
3rd or 4th year course,
concurrently as Advanced
an elective with
another math
course.
Having taught this course
We orrecommend
Algebra
with
Financial
Applications
be ataken
juniors
and seniors
as aexperience
3rd for the Factor 6: Field Work
r many years,
we have identified
numberby
of factors
that enhance
the learning
or 4th year course, or concurrently as an elective with
Field work projects extend the lesson beyond the
udents and maximize
success.
anothertheir
math
course. Having taught this course for
classroom walls. For example, students go to local
many years, we have identified a number of factors
businesses to price a car, insurance, and a loan for
ctor 1: Discussion
that enhance the learning experience for the students
that car; price a funeral or a wedding; interview a
and
maximize
their
success.
about wills; interview an accountant about
Advanced Algebra with Financial Applications draws students into discussions that touch lawyer
their
tax loopholes; and more. Students make in-class
ves through the financial
being explored. The mathematics studied is motivated by real-world
Factorcontexts
1: Discussion
presentations of their field work experiences.
Advanced Algebra with Financial Applications
ntexts and it is that reality which ignites passionate discussions leading to the recognition of the
draws students into discussions that touch their
lives
financial
being explored.
The Payoff of a Financial Education is Literally,
cessity of the
math.through
Discussionthe
is a key
componentcontexts
of every lesson.
The mathematics studied is motivated by real-world
and Figuratively, Huge
ctor 2: Reading
contexts and it is that reality which ignites passionate
Fiscal responsibility and financial education are
discussions
leading
to
the
recognition
of
the
necessity
undeniably
related. The call for personal quantitative
In this course, reading is not only encouraged, but required. Students read passages from the text,
of the math. Discussion is a key component of every
financial literacy can routinely be found in newspaper
lesson.
articles and governmental initiatives. Mathematical
line resources,
real-world brochures and publications, newspapers, magazines, etc., both aloud and
money management models offer students financial
ently. Reading, Factor
discussion2:
and
problem solving are integral partners in this course.
Reading
opportunities that anchor a curriculum and can build
In
this
course,
reading
is
not
only
encouraged,
but
fiscal confidence and responsibility. A course such as
ctor 3: Interpreting and Analyzing Quotes
required. Students read passages from the text, online
Advanced Algebra with Financial Applications helps
real-world
brochures
“The saferesources,
way to double your
money is to fold
it over once and
and putpublications,
it in your pocket”. Frank students see, enjoy and implement mathematics in
newspapers, magazines, etc., both aloud and silently.
their everyday lives. As math teachers, we have all
Hubbard,Reading,
Journalist discussion and problem solving are integral
heard students ask “When are we ever going to use
partners in this course.
this?” at some point in our careers. Advanced Algebra
with Financial Application makes the answer obvious.
Factor 3: Interpreting and Analyzing Quotes
“The safe way to double your money is to fold
it over once and put it in your pocket”.
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Rural Pennsylvania PSSA Mathematics Performance:
Dismantling Rural Stereotypes
Jonathan R. Brown, Clarion University of Pennsylvania
Walters, Howley, and Schultz (2008) reported that an ongoing problem has been that secondary
mathematics education research has rarely engaged issues relevant to the impact of education curriculum and practices in rural communities; however, controversial stereotypes about ineffective
rural education practices have persisted (Anderson & Chang, 2011; Bryant, 2010; Howley & Gunn,
2003). In the eastern United States, few mathematics education research reports have involved
community school districts impacted by decisions driven from federal, state, and local school boards
requiring school districts to meet adequate yearly progress (AYP) in mathematics. Therefore, the
purpose and rationale for this study was to examine how well rural Pennsylvania high-school students performed as measured by the state’s reported PSSA (Pennsylvania System of School Assessment) percentage proficient results when compared to high-school students living in non-rural
areas of Pennsylvania, and then to compare the results with two previously published and contradicting research studies about rural and non-rural mathematics education performance (Anderson
& Chang, 2011; Howley & Gunn, 2003). The methods used included an examination of the state-reported PSSA 2007 – 2011 secondary mathematics proficiency percentage scores for all 67 of Pennsylvania’s counties using three Pennsylvania identified school district geographical classifications
of rural countywide, rural non-countywide, mixed rural-urban (Yan, 2006). The results of the study
were that when controlling for these three geographical classification strata, significant differences
in PSSA mathematics proficiency percentage scores existed; however, rural schools performed statistically as well as the two other comparison classifications with no statistically significant difference in the median education cost per child among all three classifications. The implications for this
research were that the lack of differences between rural and non-rural school districts might have
been the result of expanding family and commercial mobility resulting in more homogeneous rather
than heterogeneous school district populations. Therefore, given the results of this study, the rural
mathematics education stereotype of comparative education ineffectiveness was not supported.
Introduction and Review of Literature
This review of literature addressed four key
points. First, it recognized that some journalists and
some researchers have attempted to identify rural
educational curricula stereotypes and non-rural
educational curricula stereotypes. Second, it recognized
that Pennsylvania has a diverse and changing economic
and rural culture. Third, it highlighted mathematics
as a required core subject in all Pennsylvania schools;
however, researchers have historically and recently
tried to differentiate between a rural mathematics highschool population and a non-rural mathematics high-
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school population. Fourth, it helped to develop a need
for a study to test for the significance of the difference
between a rural mathematics high-school population
and a non-rural mathematics high-school population.
Bryant (2010) wrote that there is a need to
dismantle rural educational stereotypes. He further
stated that part of the perceived rural education image
problem was that of being misunderstood. Quaint little
red schoolhouse images that many Americans cling
to have been, sadly, an utter fantasy. Located in some
of the most impacted areas experiencing economic
struggles of rural America, federal programs, such
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as No Child Left Behind (NCLB), have forced rural
school districts to choose between spending money
from where it may be most needed, such as improving
deteriorating facilities or attracting highly qualified
teachers, to spending their money complying with an
ever-increasing number of unfunded or poorly funded
government regulations to meet less-urgent politiciandriven and media-trendy educational mandates. To help
determine whether dismantling the stereotype of nonrural mathematics education as academically superior
to rural mathematics education practice (Anderson
& Chang, 2011) is indicated, a study of mathematics
performance comparing non-rural and rural schools in
Pennsylvania was conducted.
What is rural? Small rural towns have frequently
been envisioned as: encompassing open spaces, having
a low population density, representing farming as the
primary industry, and having culturally and religiously
conservative values. However, rural is frequently a
unique mixture of these and other newly emerging
population and technology factors with no two rural
communities being exactly alike. The definition of
rural has been changing and in doing so, it has become
progressively more diverse.
Pennsylvania has been and continues to be one of the
most rural states in America. The Brookings Institute
Report (Alter et al., 2007) described Pennsylvania as
rural by having most of its groundcover, over 60 percent
of the Commonwealth’s 2,576 municipalities, and 72
percent of its counties located in areas classified as
rural. Rural Pennsylvania has changed and continues to
change by encompassing a diversity of environmental
offerings; therefore, it historically yields to the demands
of its ever-changing residents. Rural Pennsylvania is
an integral part of the state’s economy and society;
however, economic and social policies have not always
reflected this fact. The trend to ignore Pennsylvania’s
rural populations may have been and continues to be
the result of dramatically changing social and economic
challenges to policymakers. For example, some areas of
rural Pennsylvania have relied on traditional agriculture
while other areas have relied on forestry, mining,
and manufacturing. Additionally, rural Pennsylvania
has been a recent growth place for new technology
companies interested in spaces with lower physical
operating costs. The dynamics of socioeconomic and
sociocultural changes have been creating new images
of Pennsylvania with blends among rural, urban,
and urban-rural fringe, thereby creating unique new
population images of Pennsylvania (The Center for
Rural Pennsylvania, 2012). One example of change
in Pennsylvania has been the northward Pittsburgh
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suburban sprawl into Butler County, blending both
the cultures of Pittsburgh’s Allegheny County, Butler
County, and the small rural village, such as Saxonburg,
into newly developed eclectic communities of people.
Therefore, the result of northward blending of cultural
values and mores as well as the professional infusion
of money into these once mainly farmlands has been
the creation of new communities of people with
dynamically changing views of school curricula. These
new communities of professionals value core subjects,
like mathematics, and they demand clearly measurable
mathematics outcomes for their children.
Published empirical research examining curricula
and practices of mathematics in rural schools had
limited attention until about 2001 (Walters et al.,
2008). The rationale for the need to study academic
achievement in rural mathematics education was
predicated on the differences believed to exist between
rural community and non-rural community cultures.
Rural communities were seen as academically different
than the non-rural academic communities (DeYoung,
1991). Rural mathematics curricula were viewed as
inferior, or perceived to be suffering, in contrast to nonrural mathematics curricula (Howley & Gunn, 2003).
Prior to 2001, published research reports about
rural mathematics education may arguably be reduced
to fewer than 25 studies (Walters et al, 2008).
However, few studies before or after have critically
examined the significance of the differences between
the reported outcomes from high-stakes mathematics
testing for rural versus non-rural schools in the
Appalachian Mountains of Pennsylvania. Additionally,
published empirical literature about the design and
implementation of rural mathematics curricula have: 1)
been limited by not including cultural context; 2) been
limited to little or no connection to rural community
issues; and 3) drawn few meaningful conclusions
about rural practices, policies, and research that
would effectively help to guide all Pennsylvania school
districts toward improving their mathematics curricula
(Walters et al., 2008).
Walters, Howley, and Schultz (2008) began their
study with 196 plausible questions about rural
mathematics practices. They took their questions
from 4 different sources and examined the relevance
and feasibility of these questions to be researched.
Of the 196 questions, 12 were delineated as critically
important and worthy of being researched. One of the
questions asked by these researchers was, “What roles
do various forms of social and cultural capital play in
mathematics teaching and learning?”
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However, prior to answering the Walters, Howley
and Schultz (2008) question about the social and
cultural characteristics of rural mathematics teaching
and learning, a more fundamental challenge might be
to determine if a recent and statistically significant
difference existed between the two hypothesized rural
and non-rural mathematics populations. Perhaps
the question about forms of social and cultural play
impacting standardized proficient and advanced
mathematics percentage proficient scores (percentage
proficient: an index used by the Pennsylvania
Department of Education to determine Adequate Yearly
Progress for each public school district) were common
to both rural and non-rural populations and not simply
unique to a rural population. Percentage proficient is
the total percentage of students in any given school
district scoring proficient or advanced in different
academic subjects, as measured by the PSSA. If a
difference were to be found between the standardized
high-stakes mathematics percentage proficient
scores of rural and non-rural school districts, the next
research stage might then be to follow the Walters et
al. study to determine why those differences existed
and what impact those differences might have had
on standardized mathematics percentage proficient
scores.
The purpose for this study was to help determine
whether there was a measurable difference between
rural and non-rural high-stakes mathematics percentage
proficient scores. Therefore, the rationale for this
study was to examine how well rural Pennsylvania
high-school students performed in high-stakes
mathematics tests when compared to students living
in non-rural areas of Pennsylvania. Given Anderson &
Chang’s (2011) reported findings that rural and nonrural high-school students have significantly different
course-taking patterns with rural students taking fewer
advanced placement mathematics courses and taking
fewer mathematics courses as they progress toward
higher grades, a difference in rural and non-rural high
stakes mathematics percentage proficient scores is a
plausible hypothesis. The methods used in this study
to help determine whether Anderson & Chang’s results
lead to significantly lower standardized high-stakes
mathematics percentage proficient scores for rural highschool students in contrast to non-rural high-school
students taking the same mathematics tests, included
an examination of the state-reported PSSA 2007 – 2011
secondary mathematics proficiency percentage scores
(percentage achievement reported for proficient and
advanced students by academic year) for all 67 of
Pennsylvania’s counties using three Pennsylvania
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school district geographical classifications of rural
countywide, rural non-countywide, mixed rural-urban
(Yan, 2006).
Given the precipitous blending of non-rural and
rural populations in Pennsylvania, a tenable hypothesis
for this study was that there might not be a recent
statistically significant difference in mathematics
academic achievement between these two culturally
and economically blending areas of Pennsylvania
(The Center for Rural Pennsylvania, 2012). If this
hypothesis were true, the findings of Howley and
Gunn (2003), which used National Assessment
of Educational Progress (NAEP) data, would be
supported for Pennsylvania high-school students
from an examination of the PSSA mathematics results
because these researchers debunked the stereotypical
presumption that two differently performing highschool mathematics populations existed.
Anderson and Chang (2011) concluded that
students attending rural public schools were more
likely to begin high school in lower level mathematics
courses, take their last mathematics courses earlier,
and conclude their high-school mathematics education
in a lower mathematics course; however, they conceded
that the Howley & Gunn (2003) findings were that rural
students’ mathematics achievement demonstrated
few differences when compared to students in nonrural locations. Anderson and Chang reported that
the implication of their study, therefore, was that rural
schools “must” have strong elementary and middleschool mathematics programs so students begin high
school in Algebra I and/or in geometry. They concluded
that data revealed a rural versus non-rural coursetaking gap in advanced mathematics. Rural students
were completing required mathematics courses but did
not seem to be pursing mathematics to the same level
as their counterparts in non-rural areas.
Anderson and Chang’s (2011) conclusions might
have been explained by false deductive reasoning. Their
reasoning was, given that rural high-school students
do not complete the same rigorous mathematics
curriculum as public high-school students in non-rural
public schools, that the lack of measured mathematics
achievement differences must have been explained
by rural students being exposed to strong elementary
and middle-school mathematics programs; however,
these researchers did not examine elementary and
secondary mathematics curricula. Their conclusions
were incongruent with the facts that they presented.
Therefore, there is a distinct contradiction
between what Howley and Gunn (2003) reported and
what Anderson and Chang (2011) reported relative
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countywide, mixed rural-urban)
developed by Yan (2006) using
one school district per county. In
Pennsylvania County Classification System for Public School Districts
counties that had more than one
Rural Countywide School
Rural Non-Countywide School
Mixed Rural-Urban School
school district, one school district
Districts
Districts
Districts
was randomly sampled using
Cameron
Adams
McKean
Allegheny
Fayette
Clinton
Armstrong
Monroe
Beaver
Lackawanna
a computer-generated random
Forest
Bedford
Northumberland Berks
Lancaster
sampling technique from a pool of
Juniata
Bradford
Perry
Blair
Lawrence
all public school districts in that
Mifflin
Clarion
Potter
Bucks
Lebanon
Montour
Clearfield
Schuylkill
Butler
Lehigh
county. Therefore, a total of 67
Pike
Crawford
Snyder
Cambria
Luzerne
school districts were included for
Sullivan
Elk
Susquehanna
Carbon
Lycoming
Warren
Franklin
Tioga
Centre
Mercer
analysis in this study.
Fulton
Union
Chester
Montgomery
The United States Census
Greene
Venango
Columbia
Northampton
Bureau
classification system has
Huntington
Wayne
Cumberland
Philadelphia
Indiana
Wyoming
Dauphin
Somerset
frequently been used in research
Jefferson
Delaware
Washington
studies to classify geographic
Erie
Westmoreland
areas. However, the United States
York
Census Bureau system did not
Note. From “Is Bigger Better? A Comparison of Rural School Districts,” by W. Yan, 2006,
work well to classify Pennsylvania
Retrieved from http://www.rural.palegislature.us/rural_school_consolidation.pdf
school districts for this study
because many city and urban
school districts also encompass
to the expected outcome of comparing high-school
rural
areas
as
part
of
their servicing areas. Therefore,
standardized mathematics percentage proficient
school
districts
in
this
study were examined using The
scores for rural and non-rural high-school students.
Center
for
Rural
Pennsylvania
classification system
If Anderson and Chang’s implied tenet of rural versus
(Yan,
2006).
See
Table
1.
non-rural populations receiving significantly different
Next, data were collected for one public school
secondary mathematics experiences were correct
district
in each of the 67 counties listed in Table 1.
for Pennsylvania public high school students, then
The
2007-2011
PSSA secondary mathematics (grades:
standardized mathematics achievement percentage
7,
8,
and
11)
proficiency
percentage scores (PSSA
proficient scores would have been statistically different
proficient
and
advanced
classification
percentages)
for rural students and non-rural students.
for
the
sampled
public
school
districts
were
collected
In summary, the problem was that journalists and
and
analyzed
for
each
of
the
three
different
socioresearchers have reported that Pennsylvania rural
geographical
areas
in
Pennsylvania
(Rural
Countywide
high school mathematics curricula was less demanding
School Districts, Rural Non-Countywide School
than Pennsylvania non-rural high-school mathematics
Districts, Mixed Rural-Urban School Districts).
curricula resulting in non-rural high-school
Charter, religious, and technical schools were not
mathematics students outperforming rural high-school
sampled. The proficiency percentage score analysis
mathematics students on standardized mathematics
and data interpretation
for the Pennsylvania County
1
tests. Therefore, there was a need for a study to
Classification
System
for
Public
School Districts (Table
determine whether rural high-school mathematics
1)
focused
on
answering
the
following
question:
students performed differently than non-rural highTable 1

school students when compared using a Pennsylvania
mandated standardized mathematics test.

Was there a statistically significant 2007 – 2011
Pennsylvania System of School Assessment (PSSA)
mathematics proficiency percentage score difference
(percentage achievement reported for proficient
and advanced students) for 7th, 8th, and 11th grades
among Rural Countywide School Districts, Rural NonCountywide School Districts, and Mixed Rural-Urban
School Districts?

Methods
The methods used in this study were to examine
the state-reported PSSA 2007 – 2011 secondary
mathematics proficiency percentage scores for each
of Pennsylvania’s 67 counties. Public Pennsylvania
school districts were stratified using a geographical
classification system (rural countywide, rural non-
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Results
The author of this study examined the 2007 –
2011 PSSA 7th, 8th, and 11th grade mathematics
proficiency percentage (percentage achievement
reported for proficient and advanced students
by academic grade) percentage proficient scores
reported by one public school district from each of
Pennsylvania’s 67 counties. Charter, religious, and
technical schools were not included. The 67 counties
sampled were stratified into three different school
district county classifications using The Center for
Rural Pennsylvania’s 2006 classification system (Yan,
2006). Those classifications were: Rural Countywide
School Districts (N = 9), Rural Non-Countywide School
Districts (N = 27), and Mixed Rural-Urban School
Districts (N = 31). If more than one school district
existed in a county, then one school district from that
county was randomly selected and used in this study;
therefore, the analysis of the results was performance
estimation for counties with more than one school
district.
To help answer the research question, Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) was used
following data tabulation. The following informal and
formal statistical contrasts were observed.
Figure 1 provided three boxplot clusters with each
representing one of the three county school district
classifications. There were five clustered boxplots
(grades 7 – 11) for each of the three school district

the far right cluster of five boxplots represented Mixed
Rural-Urban School Districts (MRUSD). An informal
visual analysis of these three boxplot clusters indicated
that grades 7, 8, and 11 improved from 2007 (leftmost
boxplot) to 2011 (rightmost boxplot) in each cluster
by demonstrating an upward trend in percentage
of students completing proficient or advanced
classifications for the PSSA during the 5 years being
examined (Pennsylvania Department of Education,
2012).
An informal visual analysis of the Figure 1 boxplots
for the RCSD indicated that the data appeared to
approximate the RNCSD; however, the RCSD and
the RNCSD data both appeared to be higher than the
MRUSD data. The RCSD and the RNCSD data appeared
to be higher than the MRUSD data for all 5 years.
Informally, a visual inspection of boxplots suggested
that the RCSDs did as well as the RNCSDs; however, the
RCSDs and the RNCSDs did better than the MRUSDs.
Boxplot of Math 7th Grade, Math 8th Grade, Math 11th Grade
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Figure 2. Pennsylvania school district 2007 - 2011 (7th, 8th, 11th grade) PSSA percentage
proficient and above mathematics boxplots clusters for three different county school district
classifications (1 – 3: rural countywide, left; rural non-countywide, center; mixed rural-urban,
right).

Data
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Figure 2 provided boxplots for the three Rural
Pennsylvania 2006 classifications (Yan, 2006) for 7th,
8th, and 11th grade. Each set of three boxplot clusters
contained data for one grade level from each of three
different county school district classifications (1. rural
countywide, 2. rural non-countywide, 3. mixed ruralurban). Based on this figure, the author of this study
informally suggested that while boxplots differed
within each grade level, the differences were relatively
small; however, differences between 7th and 8th grade
performance in contrast to 11th grade performance
were visually more dramatic for all three county school
1
district classifications.

20

0
Year
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Math 7th Grade

7
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Figure 1. Pennsylvania school district 2007 - 2011 (7th, 8th, 11th grade) PSSA percentage
proficient and above mathematics boxplot clusters for three different county school district
classifications (rural countywide, left; rural non-countywide, center; mixed rural-urban, right).

classifications. The far left cluster of five boxplots
represented Rural Countywide School Districts
(RCSD); the middle cluster of five boxplots represented
Rural Non-Countywide School Districts (RNCSD); and
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Table 2 provided descriptive statistics of PSSA
percentage proficient and advanced mathematics score
results for 7th, 8th, and 11th grade students for each
of the three county school district classifications (1
– 3). RCSD mean percentage proficient and advanced
were higher for 7th, 8th, and 11th grade students than
they were for the other two county school district
classifications.

Boxplot of SPS 09-10
22000
20000

SPS 09-10

18000
16000
14000

Table 3 described a breakdown of the 2007 –
2011 PSSA percentage proficient and advanced PSSA
mathematics score results for all 67 Pennsylvania
county school district classifications sampled.

12000
10000
1

2
Classification

3

Beyond the previously discussed informal visual
analysis of the data, Table 4 provided formal statistical
analysis results for 7th, 8th, and 11th grade PSSA
mathematics percentage proficient and advanced
percentage proficient scores for all three county school
district classifications. The PSSA performance data used
in this study did not meet parametric statistical family
assumptions for analysis; therefore, a nonparametric
analysis of the data was used.

Figure 3. Pennsylvania school district 2009 - 2010 cost (thousands of dollars) per student (SPS),
adjusted for inflation, (1. rural countywide; 2. rural non-countywide; 3. mixed rural-urban).

Figure 3 provided three boxplots that represent the
2009 – 2010 cost per student (SPS), adjusted for inflation,
for each of the three school district classifications.
While the range of spending appeared to be greater for
the RCSD than for the other two county school district
classifications, the confidence interval differences of
these three county school district classifications did
not appear to be statistically significant. Therefore,
rural county wide school districts have been completing
these mandated mathematic achievement assignments
at a per student cost that was not statistically different
(p > 0.05) from rural non-county wide school districts
and mixed rural-urban school districts.

The omnibus Kruskal-Wallis analysis of variance
was used to test for the significance of the difference
between 7th, 8th, and 11th grades for each of the three
county school district classifications. The results were
statistically significant that a difference in reported
PSSA mathematics percentage proficient scores
between grades existed for all three
county school district classifications.
1
Table 2
However, when the familywide alpha
level was controlled (p = 0.017), the only
Descriptive Statistics of Pennsylvania School Districts 2007 – 2011 PSSA Percentage Proficient
statistically significant county school
and Above Mathematics Scores for Three Different County/School District Classifications (1.
district classification difference was for
rural countywide; 2. rural non-countywide; 3. mixed rural-urban) for Grades 7, 8, and 11
(Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2012)
11th grade score results. Therefore, the
omnibus results indicated that at least
Variable School
School
Mean
Standard Standard Minimum Median Maximum
one of three possible county school
District
Districts PSSA
Error Of Deviation
Classification Sampled By
Mean
By
district classifications for grade 11 was
District
School
statistically significant.
A post-hoc
District
Math 7th 1
45
70.38
2.21
14.80
36
69
96
analysis of the 11th grade percentage
Grade
proficient was completed to determine
2
135
77.481 0.727
8.447
58
78
96
what difference or differences existed
3
155
75.23
1.15
14.35
22
78
97
Math 8th 1
45
69.16
2.29
15.38
38
70
96
between the three county school district
Grade
classifications.
2
135
74.585 0.856
9.946
38
75
98
3
155
74.23
1.09
13.57
25
78
97
Post-hoc follow-up test contrasts
Math
1
45
58.69
1.38
9.28
41
59
77
th
were
performed to test for the significance
11
Grade
of the difference between the three
2
135
56.044 0.863
10.028
33
56
82
county school district classifications of
3
155
58.53
1.08
13.47
6
59
86
11th grade percentage proficient scores.
Mood’s Median Test was used. The
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Table 3
Descriptive Statistics of the 2007 – 2011 PSSA Percentage Proficient and Above PSSA
Mathematics Score Results for All (7th, 8th, 11th) 67 Pennsylvania County School District
Classifications Sampled (Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2012)
Variable School
Year
Math 7th
Grade

Math 8th
Grade

Math
11th
Grade

Standard Standard Minimum Median
Error Of Deviation
Mean

Maximum

2007

Total
Mean
PA
PSSA
Counties By
Year
67
70.96

1.42

11.63

41

74

91

2008
2009
2010
2011
2007

67
67
67
67
67

71.67
75.10
79.39
80.31
69.61

1.64
1.49
1.44
1.34
1.50

13.41
12.21
11.77
10.96
12.24

22
24
36
49
38

74
77
79
82
71

92
96
97
95
94

2008
2009
2010
1011
2007

67
67
67
67
67

72.07
71,93
76.28
78.57
54.18

1.51
1.58
1.52
1.37
1.31

12.40
12.92
12.46
11.19
10.72

25
25
39
40
23

75
74
80
80
56

93
91
98
97
76

2008
2009
2010
2011

67
67
67
67

57.70
55.66
59.15
61.06

1.28
1.26
1.57
1.58

10.44
10.30
12.84
12.95

24
12
9
6

58
56
59
62

78
77
83
86

Discussion
The research question in this study was as follows:
* Was there a statistically significant 2007 – 2011
Pennsylvania System of School Assessment (PSSA)
mathematics proficiency percentage score difference
(percentage achievement reported for proficient and
advanced students) for 7th, 8th, and 11th grades
among Rural Countywide School Districts, Rural NonCountywide School Districts, and Mixed Rural-Urban
School Districts?
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How may the results of this study
help professional educators to better
understand Pennsylvania’s public
school mathematics students and,
therefore, help to facilitate the state’s
mandated
data-driven
decision
process for the Commonwealth’s
school districts?

One plausible generalization
for the lack of statistical difference
found in this study between the three
county school district classifications may have been
the Pennsylvania Department of Education’s move
toward more consistent curricula across Pennsylvania’s
school districts. The ongoing initiative for infusing the
Common Core State Standards Initiative (http://www.
corestandards.org/) has been creating fewer differences
in school district curricula.
A second plausible generalization for the lack of
statistical difference found in this study between the three
county school district classifications may simply have
been the blending of rural and non-rural populations;
therefore, statistically, the populations in this study were
more homogeneous than heterogeneous with respect
to student mathematics achievement. What was once
thought to be distinctly and uniquely rural versus nonrural populations
feeding the distorted perpetuation of
1
an American rural stereotype is now more realistically
a blended population where statistical differences in
standardized mathematics percentage proficient scores
for rural high-school students versus non-rural highschool students may have been and continue to be less
apparent across the American heartland.
Whether lack of difference in this study’s population
contrasts may be explained by a growing generalization
toward curriculum and teaching effectiveness, Common
Core State Standards, or simply based upon the

results of the three post-hoc analyses for the three 11th
grade county school district classifications was that
RCSD was not different from either RNCSD or MRUSD
when the familywide alpha level was controlled (p =
0.017); however, classifications RNCSD and MRUSD
were statistically different. Therefore, the RCSD did
not differ from the RNCSD and the MRUSD; however,
the RNCSD and the MRUSD did differ with the RNCSD
performing significantly lower than the MRUSD.

The answer was yes. The statistical difference was
between the Rural Non-Countywide School District
classification and the Mixed Rural-Urban Countywide
School District classification; however, the difference
was only for 11th grade PSSA percentage proficient
mathematics percentage proficient scores.

The rural countywide school
district classification percentage
proficient mathematics score was not
statistically different from either the
Rural Non-Countywide School District
or the Mixed Rural-Urban School
District classification percentage
proficient scores. These findings were
consistent with the Howley & Gunn
(2003) findings that examined rural
school mathematics achievement with
national mathematics achievement
norms in America’s public schools.
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Table 4
Kruskal-Wallis Analysis of Variance of Pennsylvania School District 2007 – 2011 PSSA
Percentage Proficient and Above Mathematics Scores Using Three Different County School
District Classifications (1. rural countywide; 2. rural non-countywide; 3. mixed rural-urban) for
Grades 7, 8, and 11 (Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2012)

Conclusion
Many journalists and researchers
have viewed rural school districts as
different than non-rural school districts.
Too frequently, these stereotypical views
have been that rural school districts have
less-rigorous curricula; therefore, rural
students must have had compromised
education programs.
0.047
However, Pennsylvania’s rural areas
have been experiencing a diverse mixture
of both economic and social population
0.011
changes. These changes along with
Pennsylvania’s Common Core State
Standards Initiative across the state’s
school districts have produced, arguably,
more similarities than differences in the
people that live within Pennsylvania’s
blending population strata.
The findings from this study did not support the
hypothesis that rural high-school mathematics PSSA
results are statistically different from the non-rural highschool mathematics PSSA results. Therefore, relative to
the secondary PSSA mathematics test results examined,
the two groups were from the same mathematics
achievement population. Additionally, rural and nonrural groups were not statistically different in the cost
per child to educate students.

Variable

School
School
District
Districts
Classification Sampled

Median

Average
Rank

Z

H

Math 7th
Grade

1

45

69

132.6

6.96

2
3
1

135
155
45

78
78
70

174.5
172.6
136.9

2

135

75

167.6

6.09

2

3
1

155
45

78
59

177.4
175.8

2.63
1.01
0.81
2.31
0.07
1.65
0.58

Degrees Probability
Of
Of Type I
Freedom Error
(adjusted
for ties)
2
0.031

8.97

2

2

135

56

148.9

3

155

59

182.4

Math 8th
Grade

Math
11th
Grade

2.97
2.52

blending of rural and non-rural populations, the need
to dismantle rural educational stereotypes is here.
America represents a diverse blend of rural and nonrural populations that are becoming more educationally
alike than different. Perhaps, educators may be more
effective at focusing on student similarities than student
differences as they work toward common goals for
educating students.
One recommendation for future research to
help to more accurately make data-driven decisions
about student high-school mathematics achievement
would be to individually track student mathematics
achievement and avoid place stereotypes (Brown &
Brown, 2006) by understanding, using, and improving
Pennsylvania’s Value Added Assessment System (PVAS,
2012). A second recommendation would be to examine
the diverse populations of students (Brown & Brown,
2006) and the transient nature of some students (Parke
& Keener, 2011; Powers, Topper, & Silver, 2012) as they
move in and out of different school districts. However,
state departments of education and school districts
view rural students collectively, and too frequently, as
simply one homogeneous student cohort.
A limitation of this study was that, while one school
district was sampled from each of Pennsylvania’s 67
counties, some counties had one school district and
some counties had many school districts. While random
sampling was used in counties with multiple school
districts, the results of this study are dependent upon
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the random sampling process. Therefore,
a third recommendation for future
research would be to replicate this study
using all school districts in Pennsylvania’s
67 counties.
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News from the Field:

Current Math Contest List
A special report by Hank Field
The PCTM maintains a list of institutions, affiliates or school districts in the state of Pennsylvania that sponsor
mathematics contests for K-12 students. PCTM helps fund these contests in Pennsylvania, with awards of up to
$700 per year. PCTM offers the following services:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Advertise your contest (e.g., by email) to the roughly 1000 members of PCTM in Pennsylvania.
Advertise your contest in PCTM Magazine.
Share the cost of your contest, if any.
Publicize contest winners on a state level.
Support your service to the students in your area.

If you know of other events that could be added to the contest list, please contact Hank Field at hfield36@
comcast.net so that future lists can be as complete as possible.
(See table on next page)
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November

Mid March (during spring break)

10-12

10-12

9-12

9-12

Indiana University of PA

Harrisburg Area Community College

Clarion University

Bucknell University

Mary Lou Metz

Dan Fahringer

Carey Childers

Polly Doyle

610-683-4419 schaeffe@kutztown.edu

724-357-4759 mlmetz@iup.edu

717- 780- 2572 dpfahrin@hacc.edu

814-393-2599 cchildres@clarion.edu

570-577-1343 math@bucknell.edu

Email

John Steiner Gold Mathematical Competition

March-April

Randy S. Schaeffer

717-606-1706 amy_houck@iu13.org

Phone

Benjamin Freed H.S. Mathematics Competition

May

Kutztown, Albright, Alvernia, etc.

Amy Houck

814-269-2920 lintully@pitt.edu

Contact

Math Contest

12

Lancaster Lebanon IU 13

Linda Tully

Sponsor

Annual H.S. Mathematics Contest
November
4-8

Laurel Highlands Math Alliance

Grade

Berks County Mathematics Championship
May 21, 4-5; May 22, 6-8
6-7

570-484-2198 maslam@lhup.edu

610-758-3756 dmd1@lehigh.edu

Date of Contest

24 Math Tournament
Beginning of May

Muhammad Aslam

Don Davis

Name of Contest

Try-Math-a-Lot Problem Solving Tournament

Lock Haven University of PA

201-568-6328 Dan@mathleague.com

Lehigh University

Dan Flegler

412-996-7496 blamickr@aol.com

9-12

Mathematics Leagues Inc.

Bob Blamick

7-12

4-12

MCWP

Dr. Michael Wismer 717-872-3105 Michael.Wismer@millersville.edu

November
October to April
6-10

Millersville University

1st Saturday in March

Penna. Mathematics League (www.mathleague.com)
regionals- April, finals May

10-11

LHUP Mathematics Contest

Algebra Contest
Beginning of March

Muhlenberg College, Math & CS Dept. Dr. Penny Dunham

Lehigh University H.S. Math Contest

MU H.S. Math Contest

9-12

MATHCOUNTS

Frank Sottile Middle School Math Contest

Annually, deadline last day Feb.

May

K-3; 4-6; 7-9, & 10-12 Saint Francis University

Chapter/County: Feb.; State: March 8, 7, 6

Shippensburg University

PA Society of Professional Engineers

NPCTM

Lance Bryant

Peter Skoner

Jennifer Summers

Mary Ann Matras

717-477-1468 BJGalluzzo@ship.edu

717-477-1631 lebryant@ship.edu

814-472-3085 pskoner@francis.edu

717-441-6051 jennifer@wannerassoc.com

570-422-3440 mmatras@po-box.esu.edu

484-664-3358 pdunham@muhlenberg.edu

annually, end of February

Penna. Statistics Poster Competition

11

Ben Galluzzo

6-8

Muhlenberg College H.S. Math Contest

Shippensburg Univ. Math/Computer Day Math Contest March or April

SIAM

March

8-12

Moody's Mega Math Challenge (M^3)
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Spring into Your ClaSSroom
at SEVEn SpringS !

pCTm
noVEmbEr

2013
Bring classroom ready materials back to your classroom from:
PCTM 62nd Annual Conference
November 6-8, 2013
Seven Springs Resort
Seven Springs, PA

Check www.pctm.org regularly for conference updates.

Pennsylvania Council of Teachers of Mathematics
c/o Mathematics Department
Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania
1871 Old Main Drive
Shippensburg, PA 17257-2299
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59th Annual Conference

R U Rdy 4 d Dgtl Mth Wrld?
Are y ou Ready f or the Digital Math World?

at SEVEn SpringS !
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See inside
for conference
information!

Bring classroom ready materials back to your classroom from:
PCTM 62nd Annual Conference
November 6-8, 2013

Novem ber 10 - 12, 2010
Radis s on Penn Harris , Cam p Hill, PA

